
KAMPALA JUNIOR ACADEMY

        ASSESSMENT EXAMINATION

PRIMARY TWO

LITERACY 1

NAME: _______________________________ CLASS: _______

1. What do we call a place where people go to learn?

  _________________________________________________

2. Name two sources of food.

i). ____________________________

ii). ____________________________

3. A ___________________ makes furniture.

4. Identify two school symbols.

i). ___________________ ii). _____________________

5. Why do we wash our hands before eating food?

  ____________________________________________________

6. Write one thing a school can get from the neighbourhood.

 ____________________________________________________

7. Draw these items for cleaning the body.

toothbrush sponge soap water
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8. Identify two important people found in a community.

i). ____________________ ii). ______________________

9. Where does man go when he is sick?

  ____________________________________________________

10. Why do we eat food?

  ____________________________________________________

11. We get ________________ and ________________ from a cow.

12. Match things we make to their uses.

chairs for skipping

balls for carrying things

ropes for kicking

bags for sitting on

13. Who heads a family?

   ___________________________________________________

14. Name three animals kept at home.

i). ____________________ ii). _____________________

iii). _______________________

15. Circle the common diseases:

cough,     stomach,      diarrhoea,     pain,       measles

16. Mention two garden tools used by farmers.

i). ____________________ ii). ____________________
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17. Name these building materials a school gets from neighbours.

                   (iron sheets,  cement,  bricks,  stones)

18. Identify two members of a nuclear family.

i). ___________________ ii). _____________________

19. Why do we boil drinking water?

   ___________________________________________________

20. Name any two basic needs of man.

i). ______________________________

ii). ______________________________

21. Mention three places which need to be kept clean at home.

i). ______________________________________________

ii). ______________________________________________

iii). ______________________________________________

22. ________________ is the general cleanliness of a place.

        (Sanitation,  Personal hygiene)

23. Write Yes or No.

Food makes us sick ________________

I have two legs __________________
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Bees give us honey ________________

24. Name two means of road transport.

i). ____________________ ii). _____________________

25. Name these fruits which give us juice.

                                                 
   __________________                        ________________
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